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THE REACTION pn ~pp~- and N*(1470) PRODUCTION AT 6 Gev/c* 

W. Gage} E. Colton and w~ Chinowsky 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Vniversity of California} Berkeley} California 947~0 

September 1970 

ABSTRACT 

A search forN* (1470) production has been made among the 

904' selected examples of the reaction pd -'.> PP1!- (p, .,) obtaIned in 
. sp 

a bubble chamber exposure at 5.9 GeV/c incident momentum. The 

peripheral data are in good agreement with the predictions of' a 

single pion exchange model. At most 5% of the events are attribut-

able to N* (1470) production by some other mechanism. 

The rather convincing evidence for existence of a T = 1/2, J = l/? nucleon 

isobar at mass of about 1450 Mev/c2 , revealed both in missing-mass spectrometer 

. 1 ? 
experiments and in phase shift analyses of pion-nucleon elastic scattering, 

has stimulated many searches for production of the resonance in bubble chamber 

experiments. Since observations in bubble cbambers provide detailed information 

about all particles involved in production and decay_. study of ~3Uch events 

should provide understanding of the production mechanism. The particularly in-

teresting feature of the process is the very sharp decrease of production cross 

section with momentum transfer, not consistent With a single-pion-excl~nge mech-

ailism. The reaction pn ~ pp~ is especially suitable for a production experi-

ment since only charged particles are involved so that full kinematical con-

straints can be imposed in fitting. Further, the usual dominance of the final 

state interactions by the 6 (1238) is less strong here since there is no pure 

T = 3/2 nucleon-pion system produced. Indeed} perbaps the most compelling evidence 

for production of N* (1470) has been obtained in pd reactions at 7.0 GeV/c in

cident momentum reported by A. Shapira et a1. 3 
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,\Fe present here the resUlts of an experiment with 5.9 GeV/c protons incident 

(,n the LRL 7211 liquid deuterium bubble chamber which give no clear indication at 

all of N* (11+70) production in the reaction pd-+pprt (psp); where Psp indicates 

H "spectator" proton. 

To provide the data, all three-prong events and four-prong events with at 

least one' stopping positive track were measured on 70,000 frames of a total ex-

po sure of 100,000 photographs. On the average there were 12 incident protons. 

'rhe 20,000 events measured were kinematically fitted, using the TVGP-SQUAW pro-

gram system to the reactions 

pd - (1) -+ pp11: Psp 

pd + - (2) -+ p11: 11: n p 
sp 

pd - 0 (:~) -+ pp11: 11: Psp 

pd ' +-
-+ pd11: 11: (4) 

The fitting procedure uses as starting values for the spectator (p ) momentum 
sp 

the measured value for four-prong events. Spectator protons in the three-prong 

events have momenta too small « 80 MeV/c) to produce an observable track. For 

such events, the starting values of "measured" momentum components were taken to 

be ° ± 30 MeV/c for components in a pLane perpendicular to the chamber's mag

netic field direction and 0 ± 40 MeV/c for the vertical component. Events were 

accepted only if the inferred prOjected length of the spectator track was con-

sistent with the observed, within the errors. In practice, this meant a toler-

'ance of + 1.0 mIn inconsistency between the "fitted" length and the observed. 

Momentum uncertainties in fact were great enough to absorb such variations with-

2 4 out significantly affecting the X of the fit. A total of 12 5 events were ob-

tained fitting reaction (1) and satisfying incident beam and fiducial volume re-

quirements. Further observation on the scanning table, to determine consisten-

cy of bubble density resulted in the elimination of 188 of these. 

.. 

{ , .. ' 
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Ambiguities, mostly between fits to (1) and (3), ~O production, were in all 

cases decided in favor of the higher constraint fit of the single-pion produc-

tion reaction. There resulted 1057 events in the sample considered to be ex-

amples of process (1). To check scanning efficiencies and possible biases in 
I 

the measurements, a smaller number, 20% of the total was res canned and failed 

;vents remeasured. In none of the distributions to be presented was any evt
I 

lence of detectable bias uncovered in comparing the two groups of data. Th(~ 

final sample, after excluding all events with confidence level < 2%, is 904 

~vents, of which 686 are three-prongs and 218 have a visible spectator. 

The spectator track is defined as the lowest momentum track which, fur-~her, 

must be a stopping track. Evidence for the appropriateness of this procedure 

is provided by the distributions in spectator momentum and angle in the lab sys-

tem, seen in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) respectively. Included in those plots are 

the inferred momenta and angles obtained in the fitting procedure for the three-

prong events with non-visible spectator. The momentum distribution is in g'::lod 

agreement with the square of the Hulthen momentum-space wave function
4

(norm9.l-

ized to the total number of events), shown superimposed 011 the experimental 

histogram of Fig. 1 (a). Deviations from isotropy in the angular distribution 

result from dependence of the flux factor5 on the direction of motion of the 

initial state neutron. As seen in Fig. 1 (b) the angular distribution is also 

in excellent agreement with the isotropic distribution modified by this factor, 

shown together with the observed distribution. Thus the events are considered, 

for further analysis, to result from proton-neutron interactions, viz pn ~pp~-

with the initial-state neutron given a momentum opposite to that of the spectator 

proton. 

The events are strongly peripheral, as can be seen from the momentum-trans-

fer distributions of Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b). 
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Vie plot the momentum transfer from the target neutron to the slower of the two 

protons, (p s ) , 

and from the incident proton to the faster proton, (Pf) as observed in the :Lab. 

system, 

(5b) 

-7. 
where the E's and pIS are the lab energies and momenta of the particles spec-

ified by the subscripts. Both distributions are strongly peaked at low momen-

tum transfer, suggesting a single-particle-exchange mechanism. Distributions 

in effective masses, 

(6a) 

and 

(6b) 

are presented in Figs. 2 (c) and 2 (d) respectively. These, while clearly show-

ing ·dynamical effects, do not demonstrate any particularly significant sharp 

peaking. In particular the variation with M(Ps~-) is in disagreement with that 

of Shapira et a1. 3 in the absence of a peak near 1450 MeV/c2 , there being just 

a small departure from monotonic decrease in that region. We show below tbat 

but for small residual effects, these distributions are in good agreement with 

single-pion-exchange expectations. 

To confront the data with pion-exchange model predictions we first restrict 

the sample to those 538 events with It I < 0.4 (Gev/c)2. The shaded histograms 
Ps 

in Fig. 2 and the distributions in Fig. 3 represent those events with It I 
Ps 

< 0.4 (GeV/c)2. The curves are described below. At the pion-nucleon energies 

relevant here, the diagram with~-exchange contributes six times more to the 

total intensity than the corresponding diagram with ~O exchange. 

• 

/ . 
"" 
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Theoretical curves drawn in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained from a sample of 30,000 

events generated, using Monte-Carlo methods, according to the production ampli-

tudes of the two diagrams, added incoherently. Kinematical form factors of the 

Dllrr-Pilkuhn type6 were used to modify the pole 

region of t. These form factors were obtained 

equation7 for use in 

8-10 in analyses of rrp, 

the ph,ys i cal 

Kp .• PI' 
i 

and PI' inelastic reactions over a large range of incident beam momenta. In add-

Ltion, we have included the weakly t - dependent factor 11 

G
2 

(t) = r 2.3 - ~2J12 (7) 

l2.3 + t 

28· 
in the expression for d o/dM dt, which Wolf found necessary. In (7) ~ is the 

pion mass. The ~-p elastic and charge-exchange differential cross sections which 

are required in the calculations were constructed from the "CERN" phase shifts .12 

Comparisons of the model predictions with the data are shown in the shaded 

distributions of Figs. 2 (b) - 2 (d) as well as those of Fig. 3. Figures 3 (a) 

(3 (b)) show the distributions in the cosine of the angle between the initiaJ, 

proton (neutron) and the outgoing pf (ps) as seen in the pf~- (ps~-) rest EYS-

terns. The corresponding Treiman-Yang (azimuthal) angles ~ and ~ are dis-
pf 1'5 

played in Figs. 3 (c) and 3 (d) respectively, while the momentum transfer to the 

~-, t - and t. - are plotted in Figs. 3 (e) and 3 (f) respectively. The ob-
p~ ·11~ 

served distributions are in excellent agreement with the pion-exchange model 

predictions, normalized to a total sample of 538 events. We find, then, that 

for those events with "small" momentum transfer, It I < 0.4 (GeV/c)2, no add
Ps 

itional resonance production mechanism need be invoked. 

To help isolate possible N* (1470) production events in the I' ~- configur
s 

ation, which in fact is the one in which Shapira et al. 3 observed large "anom-

alous "N* (1450) production, events were selected satisfying criteria in s11ch a 

way as to minimize the contribution of single-pion exchange and the effects of 
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rinal-state resonant interactions in the Pf1t system. We chose events with 

:Large momentum transfer to the neutron, It I > 0.4 (Gev/c)2 and with large 
Ps -

Jlf1t- effective-mass M(Pf1t-) ~ 1.8 Gev/c2 • In Figs. 4 (a) and 4 (b) we show; 

~or the 229 events selected according to these requirements, the M (p 1t-) and s ,. 
. 2 

distributions respectively. These show a peak near 1470 MeV/c in the 
'Pf 

laass distribution and give evidence for peripheral production. ror the 104 
1 

,~vents with 1.32 GeV/c2 < M (p 1t-) < 1.60 Gev/c2 , we show the distributions .in 
. - s 

moment'lIDl transfer as the shaded histogram of Fig. 4 (b) and in cosine of scat-

tering angle cosep as the unshaded histogram in Fig. 4 (c). Further restriction 
s 

to peripheral production, It I < 0.4 (Gev/c)2 results in a sample of 
Pf 

events with distributions in M (p 1t-) displayed in the shaded histogram in Fig. 
s 

4 (a), and in cos9p displayed, cross-hatched, in rig. 4 (c). Fits to the mom-
s 

entum transfer distributions shown in Fig. 4 (b), to the form ce~t yield slopes 

sL= 6.4 i 1.1 (GeV/c)-2 for the complete sample andOl= 7.5 i 1.5 (Gev/c)-2 for 

the events with restricted M (p 1t-) values. In making the fits, only those 
s 

data with 0.08 ~Itp I < O.J+ (GeV/c)2 in the upper histogram and with Itp I 
2 £ ·-f 

< 0.4 (GeV/c)in the shaded were considered. These slopes may be compared 

with the valueCL= 20.7 i 2.7 (GeV/c)-2 obtained by Blair et al. l for anomalous 

N* (1400) production observed with a massing-mass spectrometer. 

Since the characteristics of these events are not qualitatively very much 

different from the peripheral ( Itp I < 0.4 (GeV/c) 2) data discussed above, a 
s . 

straightforward application of the single pion exchange model was made here also. 

The theoretical expression used for the events with It I > 0.4 (GeV/c) 2, where 
p -s 

the model is of questionable validity perhaps, differed from that described 

above in the exclusion of the phenomenological form-factor (7)13. Using the 

Monte-Carlo technique to generate events and applying the same restrictions as 

to the data, there resulted the various curves drawn in Fig. 4. 

'I -
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The solid curves in Fig. 4 are normalized to the total number of events and the 

clashed curve in Fig. 4 (b) is to be compared with the cross-hatched histogram 

2 . - ." 2 
<)f the restricted sample with 1.32 GeV/c < M (p ~ ) < 1.60 GeV/c. The depend

- s 

,nce of the data on the momentum transfert is less steep than the model pre
Pf 

,lictions. In addition, the mass distributions in Fig. 4 (a) are not well repre-

:,ented by the model, although the discrepancies are not severe, con'sidering the 

:Limi ted statistical accuracy. This is particu1.a.rly so for the lower momentum 

transfer data. The angular distribution of Fig. 4 (c) is in good agreement with 

the model's predictions. Conceding the doubtful applicability of the model to 

the events with Itp I ~ 0.4 (GeV/c)2, we may consider ~ts predictions to phen-
s . . 

omenologically represent the snape of the background to be subtracted from the 

M (p ~-) distribution. Taking this point of view, we make the generous estimate 
s 

of thirty five events to be attributed to N* (1470) production by some unspec-
2 _. 2 

ified mechanism. Events with It I> 0.4 (GeV/c) and M (p ~ ) < 1.8 GeV/c 
Ps - f 

show a smooth variation with M (p ~-) and so provide a contribution of not more . s 

than five resonance-production events. At most five percent of the data may 

then be attributed to N* (1470) productfon,by some mechanism other than pion-

exchange, about a factor ten smaller than that reported by Shapira et al at 7 

GeV/c incident momentum. 

The results reported here were made possible by the usual high quality 

performance of the Bevatron and Bubble Chamber} for which we thank the operating 

crews. The continued support of Professor E. Segre and initial assistance of 

Professors P. Condon} M. Mandelkern and J. Schultz are gratefully acknowledged. 
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FIGURE CAPrIONS 

l~ig. 1. Fitted distributions of (a) spectator momentum and (b) cosine of the 

angle between the spectator and incident proton directions in the lab-

oratory system. The smooth curves are Hulthen distributions with 

~ = 5.18 a, normalized to the total number of 904 pd 

" the Moller flux-factor is taken into account •. 

-7 pp:rr-p events; 
s1' 

Fig. 2. Distributions of four-momentum transfer squared from (a)initia;:L 

Fig. 3. 

neutron to final slower proton. Ps' and (b) initial proton to final 

faster proton Pf; effective mass of (c) pf:rr- system and (d) Ps:rr- sys

tem. In (b) - (d) the shaded histograms are for events with It I < 
Ps 

0.4 (GeV/c)2. The curves give the predictions of a single-pion ex-

change model whose details are discussed in the text. 

Distributions, for events with Itp I < 0.4 (Gev/c)2, of (a) cos e , 
s Pf 

where e is the angle between the incident proton and outgoin~ faster 
Pf 

proton evaluated in the pf:rr- rest system, (b) cos e where e in the 
.. . Ps l)s 

angle between the initiai neutron and final slower proton; (c) Treiman-

Yang angle ~Pf ' the azimuthal angle of Pf in the pf:rr- rest frame, (d) 

Treiman-Yang angle ~ in the p :rr- rest frame; momentum-transfer 
Ps s 

squared (e) tl>1!- from the initial proton to the :rr- and 'f) t
nrr

- from 

-the initial neutron to the :rr. The curves give the predictions of a 

single-pion exchange model discussed in the text. 

Figo 4. Distributions of events with the restrictions M (Pf:rr-) ~ 1.8 Gev/c2 and 

It I >(0.4 GeV/c)2.(a) Effective mass of the p:rr system; the shaded 
Ps - s 

distribution represents events with It I < 0.4 (GeV/c)2. (b) Four-. P
f 

momentum transfer squared, It I; the shaded distribution represents 
2 Pf 2 

events with 1.32 GeV/c < M(p :rr )< 1.60 GeV/c • (c) Cos e for events 
- s Ps 

with 1.32 Gev/c
2
< M (p :rr-)< 1.60 GeV/c2;the events in the shaded histo-- s . 

gram have, in addition, It I < 0.4 (GeV/c)2. The curves give the 
Pf 

predictions of the single-pion exchange model discussed in the text. 

( .J .., 
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